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Cluster covering of octagonal MnSiAl quasicrystals
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A likely mechanism for the formation of quasicrystals is by maximally covering space
with overlapping stable atomic clusters. This presumably minimizes the energy and
also creates long-range correlations and order [1]. The purely geometric aspect was
studied by Gummelt [2] who proved that the Penrose tiling could be produced by
covering the plane with overlapping copies of a single decagonal patch. Octagonal
quasicrystalline phases closely related to the /3-Mn structure have been observed
in the CrNiSi, VNiSi, MoCrNi and MnSiAl systems [3,4]. Jiang, Hovmoller and
Zou [5] have experimentally determined the structure of Mn8oSii5Al5. It is a layer
structure composed of octagonal layers A alternating with tetragonal layers B' and
B" (mutually rotated by 45° with an 84 screw axis. The layers can be described as
decorations of the octagonal Ammann-Beenker tiling (ABT) [6.7]. The edge deco-
ration is imposed by the structure itself in a natural way, thus, together with the
maximal covering condition, enforcing the ABT [8]. We represent the decoration
abstractly by a novel two-color version of ABT, which, incidentally, has also consid-
erable aesthetic appeal. The covering atomic cluster of the quasicrystal corresponds
to an octagonal patch of the colored tiling. The patch appears in two variants with
complementary colors. Our construction yields in a natural way also the translation
module (the generalization of the lattice concept) and the correct space group of the
complete 3D quasicrystal. They are the centered octagonal module and the space
group /84/mcm, respectively.
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